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This presentation on consonantal tautosyllabicity proposes that we abandon long-used sonority and 
complexity algorithms that compare C1 & C2 against grammatical well-formedness conditions. Instead, 
I propose an account where a certain syllable structure is directly licensed by containing a certain class 
of feature.  

According to the sonority scale and the Sonority Sequencing Principle (condemned as circular 
by Ohala 1992), segment combinations can be assigned a certain degree of markedness relative to their 
position in syllable structure. Languages are supposed to vary in the degree of markedness that they 
tolerate. The logic of the sonority hierarchy is that a given sequence of segments is a ‘better’ or ‘worse’ 
(less or more marked) tautosyllabic sequence (branching onset) relative to other sequences. This 
hypothesis ought to be reflected in linguistic variation. The variation ought to be on a scalar 
continuum. However, languages like Tuscan Italian put that in doubt. Tuscan has OGV gjanda ‘acorn’, 
OLV blat:a ‘cockroach’, ONV pneuma:θixo ‘tire’, OFV psi:xe ‘psyche’, SSV pterodat:ilo ‘pterodactyl’ 
and it also offers exceptionless tests for both tautosyllabicity and clusterhood (Ulfsbjorninn 2017). A 
spirantisation process (Gorgia) and Metrical Lengthening identify only OGV and OLV as tautosyllabic, 
moreover, Epenthesis (found in certain speech styles) shows that the excluded sequences (ONV OFV 
SSV) are not rime-onsets either (ibid.). These excluded sequences are bogus clusters (cf. Harris 1994) 
and are defined as adjacent onsets split by an empty nucleus with no dependency relationship between 
them (Charette 1990, and my reinterpretation of Shaw & Kawahara 2017). Unlike standard approaches 
to syllabification, merely having a consonantal sequence word-initially does not automatically qualify 
it for tautosyllabic-status. In fact, on closer analysis, Tuscan never allows tautosyllabic ONV, OFV 
or SSV, despite these being found word-initially. Once the Bogus clusters are excluded, Tuscan 
tautosyllabic sequences share exactly the same conditions as English tautosyllabic CCs (a language 
with a smaller set of licit initial clusters). Crucially, when it comes to tautosyllabicity, the typological 
variation is not on a scalar continuum after all, though the number of licit distinctive consonantal 
sequences is. The descriptive restrictions on tautosyllabicity in both languages are as follows: a 
tautosyllabic C1-C2 never contains a stop in C1 and C2 (pt, kd…), a fricative in C2 (ps, df…), a nasal 
in C2 (tŋ, fn…), or a sonorant in C1 (nl, lr…). 

The Standard Government Phonology/Element Theory counteranalysis to sonority is the 
complexity condition (Harris 1990): C2 must be at least as complex as C1 (in terms of the number of 
features) However, this approach underdetermines the facts. Firstly, it does not explain why nasals 
(that are complex in ET) cannot be in C1: (*nfa, *nra) (Ploch 1999). Secondly, it cannot exclude 
tautosyllabic SFV or SSV’s (*tfa, *pta), while simultaneously allowing: /fl/ |U + H|, |ʔ + Place|. 
Instead of the complexity condition, I propose to move in a different direction altogether: a laryngeal 
solution. 

 
(2) Branching onset (a.k.a. tautosyllabic C1-C2) 

 a. C1-C2 can contain only one contrastive laryngeal (LAR) specification (|H| or |L|) 

  i. C1 must contain a contrastive LAR specification 
  ii. C2 cannot contain any LAR specification (including |L| of nasals) 



The mechanism here is expressed as a Melody-to-Structure Licensing Constraint (MSLC) (cf. 
Ulfsbjorninn & Lahrouchi 2016). MSLC’s operate by ensuring that a particular syllable structure 
configuration is associated/linked with a particular element in the melody. What remains is to explain 
the relation between a contrastive laryngeal element/node and being a branching onset.  

A clue comes from a key difference between complex onsets (tautosyllabic, true branching 
onsets) and complex segments (kp, ts…). This is related to the independently supported observation 
that LAR features are joined directly to the X/C-slot (the skeleton) (Liu 2017). It is standardly 
assumed that a complex onset is a branching (head-dependent relationship) at or above the skeleton, 
and a complex segment is some form of branching beneath the skeleton. Therefore, the MSLC in (2) 
predicts a major difference between the two as relates to voicing. As the diagram in (3) suggests, the 
two parts of a complex segment (branching below the skeleton) must share a laryngeal feature (if there 
is one): kp vs. *kb, tʃ vs. *tʒ. Conversely, the C2 of a complex onset (‘branching’ at or above the 
skeleton) cannot host a LAR feature at all. 

 
(3)  Location of dependency in complex onsets and segments and voicing 
       head                   dependent 

 

         C   H/L  C1 H/L  v C2 V 

                                                                 

k               p                                  k, f…                       r, l… 
                        Domain of voicing                 Contrastive LAR          No LAR 
 
This analysis works by having an MSLC forcing the tautosyllabic syllable structure configuration to 
contain (or be associated with) a particular element/node in the melody (in this case, LAR). It makes 
the prediction that true branching onsets will never be found in language without a laryngeal contrast 
in their obstruents. This prediction appears to hold. This approach is encouraging because it seems to 
point to another universal MSLC: complex segments (excluding secondary labialisation/palatalisation) 
always contain |ʔ| (*lr, *sl, *fn vs. nd, pm, kp, pf). Therefore, while complex onset-dependents are 
licensed by LAR |H, L|, complex segment-dependents are licensed by |ʔ|. 
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